
 
 

Nomination Form 
 
A.1 Public Profile of Nominee 

Name of Nominee: KANNAN CHETTIAR 

Company: AVVANZ PTE LTD 

LinkedIn Profile: Click here 

Position in Committee being nominated for: VICE PRESIDENT 

 

A.2 State if any professional memberships/certifications: 

International Thought Leader and Keynote Speaker 

International Trainer and Coach 

Past President of Asia CEO Community (Singapore Chapter) 

President of Social-ICE Club 

Committee Member of Infocomm Media Development Authority (IMDA) 

Mentor and Judge for Start-ups and Workplace Accelerator 

 

A.3 State your professional experience and expertise: 

 

Role Association Companies 

1. Co-Founder and Managing 

Director 

- Avvanz 

 

2. Committee Member IMDA - 

3. ICE Chief Social-ICE Club for Investors, CXOs, 

Entrepreneurs 

- 

4. Fellow (Mentor) Raise SG - 

5. Startup Mentor Workplace Accelerator - 

6. Startup Mentor Gratitude-Covid Mentor for Hope - 

 

Kannan Chettiar is an award-winning Global Leader with 24 years of experience in the 

Technology and Human Capital sectors spanning across Asia, EMEA & Americas. He is co-

founder and Managing Director of Avvanz (www.Avvanz.com) – an award winning HRTech 

and FinTech company that prides in its 3 business pillars – Screen, Onboard and Develop. 

Avvanz helps to screen for the “right” and “safe” candidates through background checks. 

Avvanz then helps to integrate the new joiners through comprehensive new employee 

onboarding solutions leveraging technologies. Avvanz enhances the talents through uniquely 

differentiated blended learning solutions relevant for the Digital Economy aimed at 

surpassing the set KPIs. Avvanz has received several awards including a Gold-Medal for Best 

Background Screening Provider (by Human Resources Magazine) and other nominations for 

differentiated and disruptive solutions.  

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kannan-chettiar-19a2348/?originalSubdomain=sg
http://www.avvanz.com/


 
 

 

A.4 Personal Statement  

Apart from being a CEO of Avvanz, of a fast-growing global FinTech company, my other 

dimensions include International Training and Consulting specifically in Digital 

Transformation, Thought Leadership related Public Speaking, IMDA Committee Member and 

Mentor for startups in various platforms. As such, with my varied and diverse on-the-ground 

touchpoints and experience, I can add value to SFA in terms of international insights and 

perspectives in the FinTech space and how to strengthen and enhance Singapore FinTech 

companies in the global stage. 

 
A.5 Contribution to the Committee and the SFA community: 

Apart from being a CEO of a fast-growing global FinTech company, my other dimensions 

include International Training and Consulting specifically in Digital Transformation, Thought 

Leadership related Public Speaking, IMDA Committee Member, Chief of Social-ICE Club and 

Mentor for startups in various platforms. I constantly speak and write about upskilling, 

reskilling, digital transformation and people related topics in mainstream media including TV, 

newspapers as well as conferences. As such, with my varied and diverse on-the-ground 

touchpoints and experiences, I can add value to SFA in terms of international insights and 

perspectives in the FinTech space and how to strengthen and enhance Singapore FinTech 

companies in the global stage. 

 

SMEs especially contribute to more than 50% of Singapore’s GDP and it is imperative that our 

FinTech SMEs garner more reach globally and with my experiences, skillset and competencies, 

I can help the fellow SMEs to do so in terms of alliances, affiliations, training and 

development, trade missions, collaborative events (as I strongly believe hunt as a pack is more 

productive than hunting alone) and ecosystem type of engagements. Avvanz holds Techstivals 

and we can involve SFA members in this too. 

 

It’s admirable that SFA is already doing outreach internationally but there’s more that we can 

do in Europe and the Americas where Avvanz has presence in to further internationalize SFA’s 

footprint. SFA’s initiatives and charter are in line with Avvanz’s and Social-ICE’s strategic 

intent and hence with the overlap of areas of focus, driving SFA along with my other “vehicles” 

will be coherent and manageable within my available time.  

 

I am extremely excited to bring in more dynamism and transformational leadership to SFA. 


